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MSS STANDARD PRACTICE SP-95 

TERMS AND  CONDITIONS 

An MSS Standard  Practice is intended  as  a  basis  for  common  practice  by  the  manufac- 
turer, the user,  and  the  general  public.  The  existence  of an MSS Standard  Practice  does 
not in itself  preclude  the  manufacture,  sale,  or  use  of  products  not  conforming  to  the  Stan- 
dard  Practice.  Mandatory  conformance  is  established  only  by  reference in a  code,  specifi- 
cation,  sales  contract,  or  public law, as  applicable. U.S. Customary  units in this SP are the 
standard:  the  metric  units  are  for  reference  only. 

Unless  otherwise  specifically  noted in the MSS-SP, any  standard  referred  to  herein  is  iden- 
tified by the  date  of  issue  that was applicable  to  the  referenced  standards  at  the  date  of 
issue  of  this MSS-SP (See  Annex A). 

Any part of this  standard may be quoted. Credit lines  should  read 'Extractedfrom MSS SP-95,2000, with  permission 
of the publishel;  the  Manufacturers  Standardization Society' Reproduction  prohibited under copyright  convention 
unless written permission is  granted  by  the  Manufacturers  Standardization  Society of the  Valve  and  Fittings Indus- 
try,  Inc. 
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MSS STANDARD PRACTICE SP-95 

FOREWORD 

This  document  establishes  a Standard for  Swage(d)  Nipples and Bull  Plugs produced for  a number of years 
by various manufacturers to varying dimensions  although  basically  similar  in  principle. Users should note 
Swage(d)  Nipples, and Bull plugs furnished  from  existing  stocks  may have slightly different dimensions 
than  shown  herein. 
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MSS STANDARD PRACTICE SP-95 

SWAGE(D) NIPPLES AND BULL PLUGS (a) 

1. SCOPE 
3. 

1.1 This  standard  covers  dimensions,  finish,  tol- 
erances,  marking  and  material  for  carbon  steel  and 
alloy  steel  Swaged  Nipples  (male  end  reducing 
fittings), NPS 1/4 through N P S  12  and  Bull  Plugs 
(hollow  or  solid  male  closures) @S 1/8 through 
NPS 12. These  fittings  are  made with  ends  that 
are  threaded,  beveled,  square  cut,  grooved, or any 
combination of  these.  Both  concentric  and  eccen- 
tric  swaged  nipples are included. 

1.2 Partial Comdiance Fittings  Fittings  with spe- 
cial  dimensions  and  fittings  made  from  non-stan- 
dard  materials  may  be  designed  and  manufactured 
by agreement  between  the  manufacturer  and  the 
purchaser,  provided  they  are  marked  in  accordance 
with  the  requirements  for  partial  compliance  fit- 
tings  of 4. le. 

2. PRESSURE RATINGS 

2.1 The  allowable  working  pressure for fittings 
designed in accordance  with  this  standard  prac- 
tice  shall  be  calculated as for  straight  seamless  pipe 
of equal  end  preparation  in  accordance  with  the 
rules  established in the  applicable  sections  of  the 
American  National  Standard  Code  for  Pressure 
Piping, €331. The pipe wall  thickness  and  type 
material  shall  be  that  for  which  the  fittings  have 
been  ordered.  Fittings  shall  be  identified by  pipe 
wall  thickness  and  material  grade inlieu of pres- 
sure  rating. 

2.2  The  design  of  fittings  may  be  established 
by  mathematical  analyses  contained in nationally 
recognized  pressure  vessel or piping  codes, or at 
the  manufacturer’s  option,  by  proof  testing  in ac- 
cordance  with  Section 9. Records  of  design  or 
successful  proof  tests  shall  be  available at the 
manufacturer’s  facility  for  inspection  by  the  pur- 
chaser.  Bull  plugs  shall  meet  the  additional  re- 
quirement  that the minimum  thickness  of  the  head 
shall  be  at  least  1.5  times  the  thickness of the  cor- 
responding  pipe  schedule.  For  bull  plugs  that are 
drilled  and  tapped,  the  minimum  thickness  of  the 
head  shall  be  increased  to  accommodate  the mini- 
mum L2 thread  length as specified in ANSUASME 
B  1.20.1 - 1983  (reaffirmed  1992). 

3.1 Bull  Plug  size  is  identified  by  the  “nominal 
pipe  size” ( N P S ) .  Swaged  Nipples  are  identified 
with  the  large  end  size  listed  first,  followed  by the 
small  end  size.  (see Sec 4.ld) 

4. MARKING 

4.1  Each  fitting  shall  have  the  prescribed  infor- 
mation  stamped  or  otherwise  suitably  marked  in 
accordance  with  the  following. 
a) Manufacturer’s  name or  trademark 
b)  Material  Identification 

Fittings  shall  be  marked  with  the  material  grade 
in accordance  with  the  applicable  ASTM  Fittings 
Specifications A 234, A 403, A 420  (e.g.  WPB) 

The  material  lot  or  heat  number  traceable  to  the 
material  shall be part of the  material  identification 
c) Schedule  number or  nominal  wall  thickness 
designation 
d)  Size:  Nominal  pipe  size ( N P S )  of  Bull  Plug 
Nominal  pipe  size  (NPS)-Large end X small  end 
of  Swage(d)  Nipples - Example:  2 X 1 
e)  Product  Conformance 
Full  compliance  fittings  shall  be  marked  with  the 
symbol  SP95  to  denote  conformance  with  this 
Standard.  Partial  compliance  fittings  covered  in 
1.2  shall  not  be  marked “SP95” and  if  marked  with 
an ASTM designation,  the  marking  shall  include 
the number  of  the  applicable  “Supplementary  Re- 
quirement”  for  special or non-standard  fittings. 

4.2  Where  size  and  shape  of  fittings do not  per- 
mit  all  the  above  markings  they may be  omitted in 
the  reverse  order  given  above. 

4.3 Minimum permanent  marking is 
manufacturer’s  name or trademark and material 
grade.  At  manufacturer’s  option, all  other mark- 
ing may  be  permanent or  applied on a  pressure 
sensitive  label. 

4.4 Where  steel  stamps are used,  care  should  be 
taken so that  marking  is  not  deep  enough  to  re- 
duce  wall  thickness of the  fitting  below  minimum 
allowed. 

1 
*(a) Both “swage” and “swaged” are used in the  industry. Only “swaged” is used in the body of this standard practice. 
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